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The RSAYS Academy Sailing Camp Fees     
This includes:  
* Use of all boats and safety equipment.  
* A day on the One and All tall ship. 
* All meals from Monday dinner to Friday dinner. 
* Junior membership with RSAYS for a year.  
  Current members exempt from this fee. 
* Access to sailing throughout the year of  
   membership. 
* Access to online learning.  
* Australian Sailing qualifications certificate  
  available for an extra $120. 
* Duke of Edinburgh Award opportunities. 
   RSAYS is a full Duke of Edinburgh provider. 
   Sailing school can be used as a residential project.   
* Use of RSAYS facilities. Tents supplied for  
  camping but you can bring your own. 
* Friday night award dinner and presentations at    
  RSAYS. Family attendance available for an  
  additional $20 per head. 
The camp will be held at the Royal South Australian 
Yacht Squadron. Camping will be done in tents. You 
can bring your own if you prefer. 
The award dinner is included in your fee. If your 
family wish to join you they can for an additional 
$20 per head. 

Comments from last years sailing school 
“Sailing is so much fun. I came to this five-day camp to 
learn how to sail and I was so sad to go home at the end. 
It’s so much fun that I would rather go sailing than go to a 
fun park and go on rides. When you are in the boat, it 
rocks around and you have so much fun. They teach you 
everything that you need to know and they are always 
there making sure you are OK and that you are safe.” 
Sophie. 
 
“I’m Oscar and I’m now a member of the RSAYS. I can say 
with ease that every time I come to a lesson or on camp I 
learn something about sailing, knots and boats. I have 
made new friends and earned new badges and my leaders 
are wonderful.” Oscar. 
 
“The whole camp was a great learning experience. I made 
lots of friends. I knew no one at the start. I learnt how to rig 
the Pacers and the J24s. The capsize drill was great even 
though it was freaky and I was laughing a lot. Sleeping in 
the dinghy shed was fun and new. We stayed up late and 
played pool, tag and Cluedo.” Izzy. 
 
“It was a wild race to the finish. Both J24s were neck and 
neck. It was my first time racing as a skipper against an ex-
perienced sailor. The other boat suddenly tacked, crossing 
the finish line and leaving us in defeat. This is a true story 
from the sailing race that happened on sailing camp. Be-
fore the camp I had no clue how to sail, let alone skipper a 
boat. With the help of the amazing RSAYS Sailing School 
instructors I could confidently sail a boat after only five 
days! The School was not just an ordinary sailing school.  
It felt like everyone was almost family, and it was an  
experience that I will remember for years to come.” Alex.
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Come and Learn to Sail  
at a Week Long Camp  

at the  
Royal South Australian  

Yacht Squadron  
October  10th - 14th 2022 

Tel: 08 83418600 
Email: boating@rsays.com.au

FEE BREAKDOWN

Basic Camp Fee. 
including accomodation, meals 
Yacht hire and the award dinner.

 
   $ 330 -

Junior Membership.   $   80 -

RSAYS Polo Shirt (Optional)   $   80 -

Award Dinner tickets.   $   20-ea
Your Total

RSAYS Cadets

RSAYS Academy

Duke of Edinburgh 

www.sportsvouchers.sa.gov.au



RSAYS Academy offers Australian Sailing Pathways from beginner to advanced. 
 
Start Sailing 1 
Your ‘Discover Sailing’ journey starts here as you learn the fundamental skills of sailing and 
are introduced to the fun of dinghy sailing in a safe and supportive environment. 
You will learn: Basic clothing and equipment selection, sailing terminology, boat launch and 
recovery, capsize recovery in shallow water. 
 

Start Sailing 2 
Your ‘Discover Sailing’ journey continues as you master all of the  
fundamental dinghy sailing skills.  
You are now equipped to sail your dinghy on your own voyages of discovery. 
You will learn: rigging of the boat, capsize recovery in deeper water, sail a 
triangular course, basic sailing rules and theory. 

 
Better Sailing  
‘Discover Sailing’ in stronger winds as you develop the skills required to get  
maximum speed from your dinghy. Your journey speeds up as you experience  
the thrill of trapezing and using a spinnaker. 
You will learn: towing, capsize recovery of inverted boat, use of spinnakers and 
trapeze, understand and identify weather and environmental conditions. 

 
Start Racing 
Your ‘Discover Sailing’ journey now introduces you to the fun and challenge of competition as you learn the 
basics of racing. 
You will learn: basic racing rules, perform basic racing skills, gunwale capsize recovery. 

 
Keelboat Sailing 
Keelboats allow you to learn to sail without the fear of  
capsizing, and usually with several other people on the boat. 
Learning to sail in self-righting keelboats (or trailer sailers)  
provides a learning platform that is stable yet responsive. As your 
skills progress, you will also develop an understanding of each 
person’s role and how teamwork plays a major part of being an  

effective crew. You should come away with the knowledge and confidence to sail 
a small boat competently and for those that wish, you can progress to larger 
boats or participate as crew on a racing boat. 

 
Yacht Sailing 
Our last day at sailing school involves sailing on 
a yacht or larger vessel. 
Sailing school has offered a variety of experiences 
over the years from racing yachts to tall ships. 
The choice of vessel will depend the number of  
students enrolled in the course. 
 
AWARD DINNER 
The Award Dinner will be an opportunity for us to 
celebrate our week and receive recognition for our 
efforts. We will be joined by members of the  
Tingira Association Australia, the  
Commodores of RSAYS and  
some special friends. 6 pm at RSAYS 
750 Victoria Rd, Outer Harbor SA 5018

For an Application Tel: 08 83418600  or Email: boating@rsays.com.au Tel: 08 83418600  Email: boating@rsays.com.au
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